
Hobart 9th November 2014 

 

RACE 1 : This is a tough C0 to start the night. WHO IS HARDEEN (4) has had a little freshen up and 

gets into a very winnable race here. He may be able to find the top then that will give him a great 

chance. JABBER JAWZZZ (6) is a handy type that is now trained by Juanita McKenzie. He has had a 

couple of trials for this and can do it tough in his races so will be a danger. BLACKJACKHANOVER (9) 

was a very handy two year old who is having his first start as a three year old. He has drawn to get a 

good run through so has to be kept very safe. FRANKIE FALZONI (2) is another that is resuming that 

comes off a trial win on Monday night so from the draw has to be kept safe at odds. IM DENS BOY 

(8) and TIZYALATOR (11) are next best and can fill a minor first four spot. 

TOP PICK : WHO IS HARDEEN (4) well placed here so will take plenty of beating. 

DANGERS : JABBER JAWZZZ (6) smart type who will be a big danger along with BLACKJACKHANOVER 

(9). 

ROUGHIE : FRANKIE FALZONI (2) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS :  4 – 6 9 – 2 – 8 11 – 1 2 10 – 5 7 

 

RACE  2 : This is a C1 only. NOTIMETOTHINK (2) was super impressive winning first up for the new 

stable. He has drawn to lead again so there is no reason why he can’t make it two on the trot. BONA 

FIDE HUSTLER (7) gets into a very winnable race here despite drawing outside of the front. He will 

need to put into the race at some stage but does look the danger. PADDYS ACE (6) did win a trial on 

Monday night so can run a race at odds. DEEJAY BROMAC (1) has drawn ideally to run a race at odds 

so is a must for the exotics. NOHOWTOFOLDEM (4) and LUKE PETER (5) are both capable of pulling 

out a run on their night so a win wouldn’t totally shock. ZOOMBA (8) and ALPINION (9) are next best. 

TOP PICK : NOTIMETOTHINK (2) repeat of last makes him the one to beat. 

DANGERS : BONA FIDE HUSTLER (7) look’s the danger and to a lesser extent NOHOWTOFOLDEM (4). 

ROUGHIE : DEEJAY BROMAC (1) can run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 2 – 7 – 1 4 5 6 – 8 9 - 3 

 

RACE 3 : This is a very strong C1 affair. RUSTY RED COMET (7) was very good when resuming in a 

similar field to this he will strip much fitter for the and despite the wide draw will be the hardest to 

beat. ROCKBANK DANCER (6) resumes from a bit if a break and if he brings the form he was in back 

here tonight will be a danger. FAITHFUL JET (1) was a good winner in much easier company last start 

but from the draw can run a race here. MISS LIVELY (2) was very heavily backed last start off some 

good trial form. She draws much better so will pay to keep safe. ORIGINAL ART (8) loomed up to win 

last week but got grabbed on the line. He has drawn to get a soft run on the pegs so can fill a place. 



VANDER JENKINS (5) and STRANGE CONDUCT (9) are both racing very well and can win with a bit of 

luck in the run. 

TOP PICK : RUSTY RED COMET (7) will be the hardest to beat. 

DANGERS : FAITHFUL JET (1) from the draw look’s a danger along with ROCKBANK DANCER (6). 

ROUGHIE : MISS LIVELY (2) can improve here. 

RATINGS :  7 – 1 2 6 – 5 8 9 – 3 4 

 

RACE 4 : This is a CO/C1 for the mares. We see the return of SWEET PEA JASPER (3) she has matched 

the best of her age group as a youngster. She returns here into a very winnable race as long as she’s 

ready to go so will pay to keep very safe as she look’s the leader. LA EBONY KITA (6) is starting to put 

it together and is suited by the small field so is sure to take plenty of holding out. PHAROAHS WRATH 

(5) won well when resuming and despite this being a little tougher she is sure to have been 

improved by the run so is a danger here. NANCES THRILL (2) can pull out a run on her night so from 

the draw can surprise. MATILDA ROCKS (1) is a first starter that draws well so may pay to monitor 

the market. BERTILS BLISS (4) resumes from a long break here so may to just watch tonight. 

TOP PICK : SWEET PEA JASPER (3) is the to beat if she ‘s right. 

 DANGERS : LA EBONY KITA (6) look’s the danger along with PHAROAHS WRATH (5). 

ROUGHIE : NANCES THRILL (2) will run a race at odds. 

 RATINGS : 3 – 5 6 – 3 – 1 4 

 

RACE  5 : This is the Cannonball Charge for the free for all pacers. STAR CHAMBER (1) was a very easy 

winner last start. He draws well here but will be interesting the tactics early as he does have a bit of 

speed outside him but if he holds up over the mile he will take plenty of running down. RUN 

RIPALONG (2) is a smart type who loves the mile he will be hoping to find the top and if does they 

may not run him down. OUR CHAIN OF COMMAND (6) has had a freshen up so if he is close enough 

in the run he will be finishing strongly. GREYSTEEL (4) dropped out to beaten a long way last start 

after an impressive win the start prior. So just sure where he is at as he could cross these easily so 

may just wait to see if there is a change of tactics regarding him whether they are going back or 

forward early but he can’t be left out on his best form. TESSANZO (3) and OUR MELS DREAM (5) are 

both very handy and will be suited by a fast pace so can get over the top of them if this happens. 

TOP PICK : RUN RIPALONG (2) will take plenty of beating. 

DANGERS : STAR CHAMBER (1) from the draw is the danger along with OUR CHAIN OF COMMAND 

(6). 

 ROUGHIE : OUR MELS DREAM (5) can win this at odds. 



RATINGS : 2 – 1 6 – 3 4 5 

 

RACE  6 : This is a very handy C3/C4 with some handy types going around. VANDE VELDE (10) is a 

quality type who is resuming off an unlucky run in the Globe Derby final. He has trialled for his return 

to the track so is sure to be the hardest to beat. PLAY APPLE TREE (4) has built up a picket fence but 

this is by far and away her toughest test to date so will good to see how she goes but she will still be 

a major player.  MAYBE RAMA (8) is racing well but draws the inside of the back row so will need a 

touch of luck to be winning but if gets it can win. JODILA (2) is ready to produce her best here from 

the draw. She has the speed to lead so if got a cheap first half will take running down. MISTER 

RYANJACK (5) ,POKER STORM (6) and GO LIKA SAAB LOMBO (9) can run a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : VANDE VELDE (10) is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : JODILA (2) will give a sight here so is the danger along with MAYBE RAMA (8). 

ROUGHIE : GO LIKA SAAB LOMBO (9) is best of the roughie’s. 

RATINGS : 10 – 2 4 8 – 5 6 – 1 3 7 11 - 12 

 

RACE  7 : This is a C5/C7 to finish off the night. GIULIANI (4) was huge last week in defeat in a very 

slick mile rate after sitting parked. He will more than likely have to sit parked again here but is still 

sure to take plenty of holding out. BLUE POINTER (3) has returned in good fashion. He has a hope of 

finding the top here and if does will give them something to chase. ARDLUSSA EXPRESS (1) 

,DELIVERTHEGOODS (2) and LIZA WITH A Z (6) will be battling out the minor first four spot. 

TOP PICK : GIULIANI (4) is clearly the one to beat. 

DANGERS : BLUE POINTER (3) is the danger. 

ROUGHIE :  DELIVERTHEGOODS (2) sneaky place hope at odds from the draw. 

 RATINGS :  4 – 3  – 1 2 6 

 

 

 


